
CHAPTER 11

Where Do You Go from Here?

Assessing maturity in yourselfandyour team

FOR EVERY LEADER who wants to improve, the next step is the

most important one. The next step starts from where we are. This

chapter helps us discover where we are. Both of us, Marcus and Jim,

have a particular interest in having senior pastors, leaders of Chris

tian organizations, and communities learn how to assess for missing

elements in maturity development. Christians should be leading the

way with mature relational skills and advanced EQ, but this is very

evidently not the case.

Mature leadership is needed now more than ever. Terror, traffick

ing, and hate fill the airways. Imagine the difference in a church run

by leaders who suffer well and help their people live with joy in the

midst of hardship and a church run by leaders who measure success

in terms of Sunday morning attendance. This is the difference be

tween a RARE leader and a common leader.

I (Marcus) have a friend who fled revolution in his African country

and now runs a ministry to refugees in the heart of Europe. This man

lives with remarkable joy. I spent a week in his home and saw the

life-giving way he leads his family and the priority he places on his

walk with God and the relationships God sends his way. It is impos

sible to have a meeting with my friend without being greeted with a

huge smile and genuine delight. Any conversation is certain to be filled

with laughter and frequent words of appreciation.
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Descended from African royalty, this man was born to privilege but

now gives of himself in the name of Christ to people from all parts of

the world, most ofwhom have never met a Christian. He tackles some

of the most difficult situations a ministry can face—a constant shortage

of funds and extreme needs of the very poor. Frightened people look to

him for help with really big needs on a daily basis. If you tried to mea

sure his success by the numbers, you might miss it. But he has succeed

ed in building a family and a community that regularly leads people to

Christ, while spreading hope and joy to all who cross his path.

In stark contrast, many Christian organizations look good on the out

side, but inwardly face no end of trouble. The numbers may look good,

but the pastors are often depressed.’ Meltdowns on the leadership team

are often spectacular. Stress levels are high and relationships are strained.

Instead of joy, our approach to leadership is producing tired visionaries,

staffwithout emotional competence, and immature workers.

One of the primary reasons for such uninspiring results is that

Western Christianity has been built to run on the weaker of our

brain’s two motivational engines. Instead ofplacing our primary focus

on the stronger leadership engine found on the right side of the

brain, we have been settling for getting work done with the weaker

management engine on the left side of the brain. God has given

us a powerful engine capable of providing the renewable energy

source we all hope for, but it has often gone unrecognized and thus

underutilized. The joy-fueled, fast-track processor on the right side

of the brain has been hidden from view by the warped woridview

of Western culture.2 It has also been hidden by the sheer speed at

which the right side of our brain operates. Our master processor is

just enough faster than its counterpart to render its activity virtually

invisible to the part of our brain devoted to conscious thought. Only

recently has brain science even discovered its existence.

Recent studies of the brain have given us glasses to see past culture

back to what the Scriptures have been telling us all along about the re

lationally competent leadership of good shepherds. The RARE leaders

we try to emulate use this faster, more powerful engine; consequently

they are less tired, less concerned about results, less fatigued, more

joyful, more peaceful, and generally more admired, while producing

people who are resilient even in hard times. The uncommon habits

taught in this book can help you become a RARE leader who is able

to stay the course without exhausting yourself and those around you.

FINDING NEXT STEPS

Assessments are very popular among leadership coaches. We assess

everything from personality to intelligence. We commonly assess calling,

giftedness, and passion. While all of these are good and have their

place, we have found that nothing is more predictive of leadership

effectiveness than personal maturity.

I (Marcus) have had a roller-coaster ride with leadership through

the years. When I was young everyone told me I was a natural leader. I

was elected president or captain of most of the groups I was in. I even

remember one lady stopping me in the hallway at church when I was

a teenager to tell me that she believed I would be the president of our

denomination someday. It wasn’t until I became a senior pastor that

my real introduction to the world of leadership occurred. Before that,

I think I believed all the press and figured leadership just came easily to

me. Like a lot ofpastors, I found leading a church both energizing and

frustrating. When I was hired, my resume looked pretty impressive—

two masters degrees, a doctorate, a three-year

stint as a Bible professor, and staff experience at was nowhere
several large churches. On the outside, I looked near ready to be
like the ideal pastor. In some ways, maybe an elder. In fact
thouuht I was. I was certainly trying to be. But

I wasn’t sure I
there was no denying that I was frustrated, and

that a lot of people at the church seemed to end was ready to be

up frustrated with me, too. There was some- an adult.

thing wrong and I couldn’t put my finger on it.

My “aha” moment came when someone gave me a book by Jim

Wilder called The Lf Model: Livingfrom the Heart Jesus Gave You.

There was a chart in this book listing the characteristics of various
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levels of emotional maturity It was the first time I had ever had a tool

for assessing my own emotional maturity.

Suddenly everything made sense. I was in my early forties with a

twelve-year-old daughter and a two-year-old son. I was clearly in the

parenting stage of life, yet I was attempting to fill an elder-level role at

the church. I was the senior pastor and head of the elder board—the

functional “daddy” of the church family. On the outside, I looked

like I could handle it. But on the inside, I was nowhere near ready

to be an elder.
In fact, as I looked at the list of characteristics in the Lfè Model chart,

I wasn’t sure I was ready to be an adult! I had finally put my finger on

the problem. A lack of emotional maturity was sabotaging my leadership

potential. Before that experience, I had never even heard of assessing for

emotional maturity. When it comes to leadership, it turns out that emo

tional maturity may just be the most important assessment we can make.

HOW EMOTIONAL IMMATURITY WAS KILLING MY MARRIAGE

The church wasn’t the only part of my life impacted by this problem.

My marriage looked a lot like my ministry. It had all the trappings of

success on the outside, but inwardly there was something missing. I

didn’t realize it at the time, but my wife was dying emotionally. She

tried to tell me, but I thought she was just overreacting. In my mind,

I was doing the best I could. I scheduled date nights. I made sure I

was home when she wanted me to be at home. But my wife knew she

was getting the scraps, and it was killing her.

One night, when we were on one of our date nights, she opened

up about it. “I feel like I am trapped in a cave with prison bars across

the opening. You are standing outside like it’s no big deal. You laugh

and smile and talk to other people. Occasionally you remember that

I’m there and you throw me some leftover scraps.” She started to cry. I

would like to say that I became very gentle and tender toward her and

that I immediately saw the error ofmy ways and validated her emotions.

But the truth is, I got mad. Why couldn’t she appreciate how hard I was

trying! We were on a date, weren’t we? She was being unreasonable. Her
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expectations were unreasonable. She was just needy! That was it.

What I didn’t understand was that my emotional immaturity was

killing her. Just like it was sabotaging everything I did at the church.

Today, ifyou ask my wife, she will tell you that the best thing that

ever happened to our marriage was the discovery of Jim’s Lf’ Model

teaching. It is also the best leadership help I’ve ever received. I’m not

saying my marriage is perfect and I’m still not a world-class leader,

but I am much better at both than I used to be, and I feel like I am

just getting started.

WHY ASSESSING EMOTIONAL MATURITY IS SO IMPORTANT

There are several reasons why learning to assess your own emotional

maturity and that of the people around you is important.

1. Assessments help you hire more mature leaders. When we put

emotionally immature people with great gifts, outstanding educa

tion, and genuine charisma in positions of great responsibility, we

are setting everyone up for disaster. Things are not going to go well

for that person, for their family, or for their organization.

2. Assessments help to create a foundation for authenticity. We

all have areas of weakness. When everyone is honest about their

areas of need, transparency becomes the norm and an environment

for healing and maturing can be established. If it is simply expected

that everyone has holes in their maturity development, we remove

the shame from sharing what those holes are. We also avoid the idea

that everyone has to be strong in order to be part of the group, or

that ifyou aren’t strong, you need to go somewhere to get fixed and

come back when you are done.

3. Assessments help us to know which skills we are missing or

which need the most work. This allows us to form a more spe

cific strategy for personal growth and development. Rather than

funning everyone through a one-size-fits-all program, we can craft

a regimen that is tailored to the specific areas of weakness we are

trying to address.
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4. Assessments help us show tenderness toward weakness.

Problem-focused leaders tend to use assessments to punish people

for their weaknesses. Relationally focused leaders use assessments

to learn how to help people grow.

5. Assessments help us to be more effective in discipleship.

Knowing where people are weak helps us to know where they

need our protection and encouragement.

It is important to point out that we don’t assess maturity in order

to judge people or control them. We do itso that we can be as helpful

as possible.

ASSESSING RARE HABITS

The four core qualities of emotional maturity can be used as a guide to

assess your own maturity and also the maturity of the people you hire.

Remaining Relational

Keeping relationships bigger than problems is an important sign

of emotional maturity.

1. Do you avoid conflict? Most of the people interviewed for this

book mentioned that they are much more likely to confront people

and problems now that they know they can remain relational

through the process and return to joy afterward. When we lack

these skills, avoidance looks pretty good.

2. Do you avoid people who upset you? I (Jim) know a senior pastor

who had two doors in his office—a front door and a back door. If

someone showed up he didn’t want to see, his secretary was instructed

to buzz him and tell them he wasn’t in. It wouldn’t be a lie, because

as soon as he heard the buzzer, he would head out the back door and

leave. Such avoidant behavior is characteristic of people who don’t

know how to remain relational when they are emotionally upset.

3. Do you use negative emotions (shame, anger, fear, disgust) to con

trol people and outcomes? If so, you value problem solving over

remaining relational.
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4. When conflict arises do you make people choose sides or do you

reach out to those who oppose you? Making people choose sides

is a problem-solving move, not a relationship-building strategy.

Acting Like Yourself

We act like ourselves when we live out of the best version of who

we are. If big emotions turn you into a different person, you struggle

to act like yourself under pressure. If you have never developed a

strong sense of your true heart, you may act like a possum or a pred

ator instead of the protector God put it in your heart to be.

1. Do people walk on eggshells around you?

2. Do they feel safe disagreeing with you or do they keep their

opinions to themselves?

3. Do they share their honest opinions regularly or do they wait

to see which direction you want the discussion to go before

they commit to a position?

4. Do people avoid bringing their problems to you?

5. Can they expect a tender response to their weaknesses, or do

they fear any sign of weakness will be used against them?

6. Do you reveal your weaknesses and ask others for help?

7. Do you fear people discovering what you are really thinking

or feeling about the problems you face?

8. Do you often present yourself as stronger than you really feel?

Returning to Joy

We return to joy by maintaining our capacity to be relational and

act like ourselves during upset emotions instead of shutting down

important parts of our personality.

1. Do you know how to quiet yourselfwhen your emotions get upset?

2. Do you quiet well with others or do you isolate yourself

during upsetting emotions?

3. Do you reestablish relational connection quickly after upset

emotions, or do strong negative emotions control your rela

tionships for entire days, weeks, or even months?
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4. Do you help others return to authentic relationship quickly
from their unpleasant emotions?

5. Do you see moments of upset as opportunities to strengthen
relationships?

6. Do you stay annoyed with people who trigger your emotions?
7. Do you ignore people relationally when their emotions are not

in sync with yours?
8. Do you help your group maintain an identity that is resilient

in the face of difficulty?

Enduring Hardship Well

The key to enduring hardship is capacity I may have a skill, but how
developed is it? For example, I may be able to handle a certain amount
ofpressure and still act like myselfand remain relational, but how much
does it take before I get overwhelmed? We all have limits. Capacity is
about expanding those limits so that we are able to demonstrate these
skills consistently regardless of how our circumstances change.

In addition to the questions below, the maturity assessment charts
in the next section can help you evaluate your emotional capacity.

1. How much stress does it take for you to avoid relationships?
2. How much pressure can you handle before you snap and turn

into a different person?
3. How much can you handle before you disappear and turn to

your cravings for comfort?

ASSESSING MATURITY

Several years ago, I (Jim) helped to develop a series of charts to help
people do a self-assessment to see if they have developed the skills that
are characteristic of each level of emotional maturity. You can use these
charts to do your own assessment of where you may need some re
medial work to live at the maturity level your age and life experience
would dictate.

INFANT-LEVEL MATURITY ASSESSMENT3

I have experienced strong, loving, caring bonds

with mother/a woman.

I have experienced strong, loving, caring bonds

with father/a man.

Important needs were met until I learned to ask.

Others took the lead and synchronized with me

and my feelings first.

Quiet together times helped me calm myself with

people around.

Important people have seen me through the

“eyes of heaven.”

I can both receive and give life.

I receive with joy and without guilt or shame.

I can do hard things (even if they cause me

some pain).

I can separate my feelings, my imagination, and

reality in my relationships.

I am comfortable with reasonable risks, attempts,

and failures.

I have received love I did not have to earn.

I can give without needing to receive in return.

I know how my family came to be the way it is—

family history.

I know how God’s family came to be the way it is.

CHILD-LEVEL MATURITY ASSESSMENT

I can do things I don’t feel like doing.
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ADULT-LEVEL MATURITY ASSESSMENT

I have had a rite of passage into adulthood shared

by the community.

I am comfortable in adult groups of my own gender.

I have a peer group where I belong.

I can partner with others.

My relationships are marked by fairness and mutual

satisfaction.

I protect others from my power when necessary.

I protect my personal and group identity when

boundaries are violated.

I live in a way that expresses my heart.

PARENT-LEVEL MATURITY ASSESSMENT

I have brought others to life.

I have an encouraging partner.

I receive guidance from elders.

I have peers who hold me accountable.

I have a secure and orderly home and community.

I can give without needing to receive in return.

I see my family through the eyes of heaven.

I include others in family activities.

ELDER-LEVEL MATURITY ASSESSMENT

I (Marcus) have already shared about churches that confronted

difficult situations with their leadership, such as the team I described

in chapter 9 that needed validation of their emotions. The leadership

team I met with was dealing with the fallout of having no means

of evaluating emotional maturity in themselves or their pastor, and

thus no strategy for meeting people in their weaknesses and helping

them grow. The tool in this chapter allows us to begin a meaningful.

discussion about maturity in both existing and potential leaders.

“EVERY GOOD THING WE SHARE FOR THE SAKE OF CHRIST”

The average leader has not thought much about maturity and neither

has the average organization that is seeking a leader or wondering what

is going wrong with the ones they have. Maturity grows in a group, and

we rarely consider the importance of our group’s identity or capacity

either as part of a leader’s job or for the development of future leaders.

The skills that create RARE leaders get lost as we focus on results and

management as the primary target. Our cultural paradigms move our

focus toward having better information and making better choices as

the means for change. Spectacular failures by some of the best-informed

I have a community of people to call my own.

I am recognized by my community.

I have a proper place in the community structure.

I am valued and defended by the community.

I demonstrate hospitality.

I give life to the “familyless.”

I help my community mature.

I build and maintain the community identity.
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leaders in the world have not caused us to change paradigms. We have

seen that leadership is not the same as management but that many of

us fall back to management when problems arise.

Leadership is about creating full engagement by our whole team

with the important goals that need our attention. We have looked

at how engagement grows out of our identity as individuals and as a

group. When we are doing what we were born to do we will give our

lives for the team and purpose at hand. Identity is powerful motiva

tion that can be hijacked by fear to create really dangerous people.

Identity can also be fueled by joy and transform the world.

Leadership is learned. In the center of a smoothly growing group

lies the fast-track system in the brain of each participant that allows us

to understand each other, think more like God thinks, and develop

resilient character. The relational skills in this fst track have been called

emotional intelligence (EQ), emotional competence, and relational

ability Learning, improving, and developing these fast-track skills is

the basis for RARE leadership. RARE leaders remain relational, act

like themselves, return to joy, and endure hardships well.

While many of us will need these RARE skills to save us from

exhaustion and from dropping out of leadership altogether, the

RARE habits are an invitation to go from good to great and become

a RARE leader ourselves. This is the path that Paul offers Philemon

when he says:

I always thank my God as I remember you in my prayers, because

I hear aboutyour lovefor all his holy people andyourfaith in

the LordJesus. Ipray thatyourpartnership with us in thefaith

may be effective in deepeningyour understanding ofever)1 good

thing we sharefor the sake ofChrist. Your love has given me great

joy and encouragement, because you, brother, have refreshed the

hearts ofthe Lord’s peopk4
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS/EXERCISES

1. How have you seen personal maturity issues affect your own

leadership?

2. How have you seen personal maturity issues affect organiza

tions you have served?

3. After taking the assessments in this chapter, where do you see

yourself in the infant, child, adult, parent, elder model? Why?

a. Which RARE habit is your strongest?

b. Which RARE habit needs the most work?
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lies about our identities. The other response we call shame is the

reaction that makes us want to hang our heads and hide when

someone looks at us with displeasure. The shame based on beliefs

is predominantly left-hemispheric and is made worse if anyone

agrees with it. Right-hemispheric shame is made better when

someone shares the feeling with us and shows us how to stay in

relationship while in the feeling.

Trauma; Trauma is damage caused by an impactfiil event that nega

tively alters our identity, integrity, or function. While trauma has

traditionally been defined by the size of an event needed to dam

age an average person, we define trauma as the damage done when

the impact of an event exceeds a person’s capacity at that moment.

Two types of events can exceed our capacity The first is depriving

us of something we need, and this always causes damage. The

second type is events no one ever needs. These bad things that

happen to us may or may not cause damage depending on our ca

pacity at the time and resources immediately following the event.

Validation; Validation is a function of a secure bond that has been

internalized by the three-way bond structure in the prefrontal

cortex. Validation agrees with the person about just how big the

emotion feels. Validation ensures that the relationship with others

remains intact even if an emotion appears to be very large. Valida

tion also perceives small feelings accurately without making a “big

deal” out of them.

A Day in the Life of a RARE Leader

SHERRY STARTED HER DAY with a gratitude exercise. She made her

self some coffee with a little cinnamon in it, got out her Bible and her

journal, and settled into her favorite chair. After reading one of the

Psalms, she began to write out her gratitude to God for one of His at

tributes. This led to about a fifteen-minute journaling experience that

left her feeling connected to God as she began her day.

The day would be challenging, she thought. The nonprofit Sherry

led was struggling financially. The board had been rather dysfunc

tional throughout its history. The founder of the organization had

filled the board of directors with businessmen who were personal

friends willing to donate to the cause and help him get his dream

into motion. Most of them were more committed to the founder

than they were to the cause. Since Sherry had taken the reins a few

years before, there had been a lot of changes. Several board members

rotated off. New board members were added. Policies were put in

writing and meetings were run more quickly and efficiently. One of

the policies that had been in place from the beginning of the minis

try but never enforced was that board members would serve a maxi

mum of two three-year terms.
Today, Sherry was having lunch with Bill, the founder’s oldest

friend and the ministry’s biggest donor. Bill should have rotated off

the board years ago, and Sherry intended to ask him to do so at lunch
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today. In a perfect world (from Sherry’s perspective), Bill would step

down but remain a friend of the ministry and continue to support

them financially. This didn’t seem very likely, however, as Sherry had

discerned pretty quickly that Bill was a narcissist with strong predatory

tendencies below his surface display of Christian activism. Sherry

would need all of her RARE skills for this meeting.

Bill walked into the restaurant and started talking before Sherry

could establish an agenda. “Sherry, so good to see you. It’s always a

pleasure to chat with you. Before we get started I just wanted to put

my cards on the table and let you know that with all the changes

taking place, I feel it is my duty to remain on the board and help

you guide this ship according to the core values of our founder. I like

your energy but I believe it will give everyone a sense of continuity

and confidence if I continue to serve.”

Sherry’s heart sank. She also felt a surge of nervous energy as she

feared how this conversation would end. She also felt enough anger

that she wanted to simply blurt out, “Fat chance, Bill. I don’t think
I can endure another three years of your posturing and manipulat

ing.” Instead, she took a more relational approach.

“I’m curious, Bill. Have you talked to your wife about this deci

sion or any of the other board members?”

“Well, no. But I didn’t think we were at that point yet. If you and
I can settle this today, then we can bring them in on things. I’m sure
they’ll be fine with it.”

Sherry felt a bit of disgust at his lack of consideration for his wife

and colleagues. She thought, “Why am I not surprised?” However,

she recovered from this emotion almost as quickly as it came and
continued to remain relational. She decided to use an “envelope”

approach by sandwiching her problem with Bill between two slices
of relational bread.

“I appreciate your candor and realize how much you have invested

into this organization in time, resources, vision, and emotional en

gagement. I definitely want to continue to have the best possible

relationship as we move forward.”

Bill stared at her. “You sound like you don’t want me around

anymore.”

Typical Bill. Sherry was tempted to become defensive. She wanted

to say something like, “Did you not hear a single word I said?” but

again she opted for a more mature approach.

“Quite the opposite. I value our relationship and want it to be as

strong and healthy as possible. This is what I am thinking. I believe it

is important to establish a regular rotation on our board of directors.

I am open to people returning to the board after a few years, but I be

lieve our policy of keeping board participation set at two consecutive

three-year terms is a good one. It allows us to continually develop

a fresh group of leaders who believe in what we are doing and are

willing to use their influence to advance the cause.

“I would like to propose that you consider filling a new role with

the organization. As you know, the two foundations of any successful

Christian ministry are prayer and finances. Prayer moves mountains,

and finances pay salaries. We recently put together a prayer partner

program to try to shore up that foundation. Would you be willing

to consider being something of an ambassador for the ministry? You

have a lot of influence with many of our partners. I’d like you to

consider organizing two or three fundraising events in this upcoming

year. This would help us tremendously, keep you in a vital relation

ship with the ministry, and allow us to uphold the new policy we

have established related to term limits on the board.”

“So you are trying to get rid of me!” Bill sounded almost trium

phant. “Sam told me you didn’t want me on the board anymore,

but I couldn’t believe it! You’ve only been with this organization

for three years. I’ve been here for thirty! Who do you think you are,

anyway! This is nothing more than a coup to take complete control

of the organization for yourself! You’re nothing but a narcissist after

all, aren’t you?”
Sherry knew that narcissists tend to attack when they don’t get

their way, but the force of his accusation took her breath away.

Everything in her wanted to counterattack with equal animosity—
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to put him in his place once and for all. After all, someone should

have done this a long time ago! She felt totally justified in blowing

up. Yet there was a still, small voice inside reminding her, “Act like

yourself, Sherry. Don’t let him control who you are.”
Taking a deep breath and looking Bill straight in the eye, Sherry

responded, “I’m curious, Bill, do you think your response is a good

model of Christian maturity? Is this really the person you want to

be? Or, is there a way for us to have this conversation without the

personal attacks? We clearly don’t see eye to eye on this, but how we

get to a solution to our problem may just be more important than

the solution itself.”
“I know a power play when I see one,” Bill retorted. With that he

got up, made a show of gathering his things so that everyone could

see him, and left the restaurant.

To say the least, things had not gone the way Sherry would have

wanted them to go. She felt angry but also shaken, concerned about
the fallout that would result from this conversation. She also felt a
sense of shame at the way Bill had so publicly walked out on her.

But Sherry also felt an unexpected sense of peace. She had listened
to the Spirit’s guidance and handled the situation in a mature man
ner without resorting to all of the temptations of her flesh. “What

now, Lord?” she prayed silently. She took a few deep breaths, apol
ogized to the server for the scene that had been made, and ordered
her lunch. She then called one of the allies from her identity group.

“Hi Alyssa. Thanks for praying. . . . No. He didn’t handle it well,

but I was able to keep my relational circuits on and stay connected
with the Lord throughout the conversation. It was pretty stressful.
I’m not sure how this will all end, but I really appreciate your friend
ship especially at a time like this.”

Alyssa listened and validated Sherry’s emotions. “So what are you
feeling right now? If it was me, I’d be pretty nervous about what Bill
is going to do next.”

“Yeah, I’m definitely nervous. To be honest, I’m also a little dis
appointed with God. I was really hoping for a different outcome.”
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“So you’re feeling sad and a litde angry as well as having fear

about where this is all heading. That’s a lot of emotions and can’t be

easy to handle,” Alyssa replied. “If I was in your shoes, I could cer

tainly imagine feeling the same way.”

Having validated Sherry’s emotions, Alyssa attempted to comfort

her by offering another perspective. “It has to get old dealing with

difficult people. It’s also frustrating to expect God to save the day and

see things just get worse. Enduring hardship is never easy, but God

clearly trusts you with this.”

“Sometimes I wish He didn’t trust me so much!”

“I know what you mean, but I can see you becoming a much

stronger person than you used to be. I think God is growing your

maturity, and I like what I am seeing. And you know, whatever hap

pens, I’ll be here for you.”

They chatted for a few more minutes, then said good-bye. Talking

with Alyssa helped Sherry return to joy and feel like herself again.

It is always harder to find peace when a situation is unresolved,

but Sherry was growing in her personal maturity skills. She reflected

on how she would have handled someone like Bill a few years before

and said a quiet “thank You” to God for introducing her to the fast

track skills that had launched her on a new path—skills that helped

her feel like herself regardless of life’s circumstances.
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Works.
This book has introduced you to four habits that are integral to the

Life Model. Life Model Works has a myriad of additional resources to

train the fast track in you and in those you lead and influence. All ofthese

additional opportunities can be found at www.lifemodelworks.org.

A combined personal and community assessment is available at

www.joystartshere.com.
The ideal fast-track training is THRIVE: wwwlifemodelworks

.org/thrivetraining.
Each spring Life Model Works invites all who are intrigued by our

message to enjoy fellowship with like-minded leaders and compare

notes on helping people develop a thriving relationship with God, self,

and others. This Annual Gathering is also our annual opportunity to

present our most recent applications of the Life Model. Look for it

at wwwlifemodelworks.org/events or subscribe to our newsletter to

be notified of our next Annual Gathering: www.lifemodelworks.org/

signup.
Life Model Works also offers regular webinars and a series of re

gional events: ww1ifemodelworks.org/events.
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Many of our books can be used as group studies, and our Connex

us DVD series is designed to spread fast-track skills in your church or

community: ww-difemodelworks.org/connexus.

The theory behind these fast-track skills is available in the
THRIVE Lecture Series (search wwwlifemodelworks.org/shop) and
by listening to JIMTalks available by searching iTunes and other
music download services for Dr. Jim Wilder or on disc from www

lifemodelworks.org.

If you would like someone from Life Model Works to speak at
your church, group, or in your community please contact us at hifo@
limodelworksg If you would like to include fast-track skills in
side a book or program you are developing, please reach us at infç

lifemodelworks

About Deeper Walk International

MARCUS WARNER is the president of Deeper Walk International, a

ministry devoted to heart-focused discipleship. The organization was

founded in 1986 by Dr. Mark I. Bubeck, author of the Moody books

The Adversary and Overcoming the Adversary. We provide training

for counselors, pastors, missionaries, and Jay leaders to help them be

more effective in leading others to freedom and maturity in Christ.

The centerpiece of our ministry is The Deeper Walk Institute. It

exists to equip life changers by providing high quality training in the

various elements of heart-focused discipleship. The Institute consists

of four courses: Foundations, Spiritual Warfare, Emotional Healing,

and Advanced Issues.

Deeper Walk also offers training events tailored to the needs of

specific churches and ministries to help them with issues related to

leadership, discipleship, and recovery. For more about this ministry

visit our website: wwwDeeperWalldnternational.org.
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